Background Ducking to Produce Esthetically Pleasing Audio for TV with Clear Speech
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ABSTRACT

In audio production, background ducking facilitates speech intelligibility, while keeping the background track enjoyable. Technical details for recommendable ducking practices are not currently documented in literature. Hence, we first analyze common practices found in TV documentaries. Second, a subjective test investigates the preferences of 22 normal-hearing listeners on the Loudness Difference (LD) between commentary and background during ducking. Highly personal preferences are observed, highlighting the importance of object-based personalization. Statistically significant difference is found between non-expert and expert listeners. On average, non-experts prefer LDs that are 4 LU higher than the ones preferred by experts. Based on the test results, we recommend at least 10 LU difference between commentary and music and at least 15 LU between commentary and ambience.

1 Introduction

One of the most common complaints to broadcasters is about the low intelligibility of the foreground speech (e.g. dialog and commentary) in TV programs due to the background (sometimes also referred to as bed) being too loud compared to the speech \cite{1}. The background includes music and effects that are essential for the full understanding and enjoyment of the show. However, the background can energetically mask the speech, making it impossible or tiring to understand. In some cases, the background also includes background speech, e.g. Voice-over-Voice (VoV), where a foreground voice translates a foreign language in the background. In this case informational masking can also occur \cite{2}.

Audio producers are challenged with the task of producing audio mixes with enjoyable background and fully intelligible foreground speech, at least under favorable listening conditions. In order to do so, it is common practice to attenuate the level of the background during periods of activity of the foreground speech.

This can be executed in different ways, which are all referred to as ducking in this paper. The most common ways are manual volume automation in a digital audio workstation and the side-chain compression of the background triggered by the foreground speech signal\textsuperscript{1}. A combination of manual and side-chain control can also be used. In every case, a number of parameters are involved that need to be tuned.

\textsuperscript{1}The technique based on the side-chain compression is what many audio engineers refer to as ducking. This paper uses the term ducking with a broader meaning, referring to any time-varying background attenuation with the aim of making the foreground speech clear.
These parameters are shown in Fig. 1 and can be categorized into 2 groups: time constants and level parameters. The time constants can be described by typical compressor parameters such as attack and release, complemented by a shift time, which describes the attack offset before speech is starting, and a hold time, which prevents pumping in short speech gaps. The main relative level parameter is the Loudness Difference (LD) between foreground speech and background.

As loudness measure we adopt the integrated loudness as per ITU BS.1770-4 [3], i.e. as per EBU R 128 [4]. This is measured in Loudness Units Full Scale (LUFS) if relative to digital full scale or in Loudness Units (LU) if related to another specified level, e.g. in the case of the LD. A handy property of the LU is that a level increase by 1 dB leads to a 1 LU increase.

Best practices for an esthetically well tuned ducking are not defined by mixing handbooks and broadcaster recommendations. Often the only recommendation given is that foreground speech has to be “comprehensible” and “clear”.

This paper sheds some light on the ducking parameters by studying the LD. This is done by analyzing the practices found in a sample of TV documentaries and by carrying out a subjective test on the LDs preferred by normal-hearing listeners. Related works are also reviewed and compared with our findings.

2 Literature Review

2.1 The perfect TV audio mix is personal

The right balance between foreground speech and background was shown to depend on personal taste [5, 6], listener’s hearing acuity [7, 8, 9, 10], listening environment (e.g. environmental noise [11]), reproduction system (e.g. [12]), and listener’s mother tongue and content language [13].

Object-based audio systems such as MPEG-H Audio solve this problem by enabling the audience to personalize the relative level of the foreground speech [14, 15, 16]. This service, known as Dialogue Enhancement, clearly increases the quality of experience for the final users [6, 17].

2.2 Desirable LD for the Default Mix

Even if object-based personalization is available, a default mix is needed. This should satisfy as many listeners as possible. Some works in literature investigate the LD, even if considering a constant level of the background and not in the context of ducking. These works are reviewed in the following and their main results are visually summarized in Fig. 2. If not specified otherwise, stereo signals are considered, with voice panned to the phantom center, quiet listening conditions, and high-end playback systems.

In guidelines by the BBC [18, 19], general suggestions such as the following are given: “Be aware of background noise”; “Take the music down. Our research showed that bringing music down slightly in the mix allowed people across the demographic to hear dialogue, including those with certain hearing loss. Once you’re happy with your mix, try taking the music down 4dB (one point on the PPM) and see if this impacts on your creative vision. The chances are it won’t!”. In guidelines by the German public broadcasters [20] suggest that the LD should be at least 7 LU and between 16 and 23 LU for VoV. These recommendations are based on the studies in [21] and [22]. In [21] a listening test is carried out where people can rate test items mixed with LD = 2, 7, 10 LU by means of a questionnaire. While listeners under the age of 50 do not show a clearly preferred condition, listeners over 50 prefer at least 7 LU for a comfortable listening experience.
In [22], the focus is on VoV excerpts. These are mixed by audio engineers with LDs in the range 9-19 LU. Then, non-expert listeners between 23 and 58 years old (mean age 43) are asked to adjust the LD and to set it to their preferred level by means of a slider, starting from the LD set by the audio engineers. The results show two different groups of listeners. One group favor LDs similar to initial ones (average 14 LU), while a second group clearly prefers higher LDs (average 20 LU). Different listening conditions were also tested, e.g. with/without video, which do not led to any significant difference in the results. Hence, a LD between 16 and 23 LU is suggested to meet the preference of the most critical group.

In research by NHK [23] the balance between foreground speech and background is investigated using a variation of the ITU BS.1770 loudness, which adopts smaller time constants. It is unknown to what extent this is comparable to the other loudness values. For documentary programs, the LD chosen by 12 mixing engineers is of 9 ± 3 LU. Also a few samples of musical shows and sport programs are considered. In these cases, LDs close to zero or even negative LDs are chosen by the same mixing engineers.

In [6], expert and non-expert listeners between 20 and 32 years old (median age 23) can set their preferred LD by means of the Adjustment/Satisfaction Test (A/ST). Among the test signals no VoV is present. Most of the preferred LDs lie between 0 and 13 LU, with an average of 7 LU.

Finally, in [24], the preferred speech-to-background ratios as well as the ratios that allow to only just understand everything in a sentence are investigated and predicted by means of an objective intelligibility measure. Preferred ratios range between -6 to 16 dB depending on the type of content. However, results are given as energy ratios in dB and cannot be directly compared with the other reviewed works.

All these mentioned works consider a static level of the background without considering ducking. However, ducking is widely used in real-world material. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first study investigating desirable LDs during ducking.

As a marginal note, numerous publications analyze music mixing preferences, which are much more documented than the ones for clear audio for broadcasting. The interested reader is referred to [25, 26] and references therein.

### 3 Commonly Used LDs During Ducking

In this section, we intend to gain an understanding of existing ducking techniques in TV by analyzing real-world content. Documentary programs are selected, as they are a common format in TV and they tend to feature extensive use of ducking in the audio mix. In this type of content, it is common that a foreground speech narrates some facts (making its intelligibility important) while the background tends to belong to the depicted scene or create the mood of the scene (contributing to the full enjoyment).

Twelve documentaries broadcast in the UK, Germany, and France are considered. The documentaries are heterogeneous, comprising a range of production values.

We measure the LDs for 6 VoV, 12 Commentary over Music (CoM), and 6 Dialog over Music (DoM) excerpts, while the background is ducked. Commentary refers to speech recorded in an audio recording studio, e.g. in a sound booth, and features professionals who speak clearly. On the other hand, (location) dialog can be less clear than commentary, as it is recorded on the scene location using portable gear and it can include location background sounds and non-professional speakers.

The full program audio files are first normalized to equal integrated loudness. Then VoV, CoM, and DoM
Fig. 3: Boxplots of the LDs during ducking found in 12 documentary programs broadcast in the UK, Germany, and France. Voice-over-Voice (VoV), Commentary-over-Music (CoM), and Dialog-over-Music (DoM) excerpts are considered.

Values do not vary over 1 LU with respect to the integrated loudness. This can be explained by the short length and homogeneity of the analyzed excerpts.

Even if spanning different countries, topics, and production values, the considered selection of programs is small and the found values should be corroborated on a larger sample of broadcast material in future works.

### 4 Subjective Test on LD During Ducking

This section describes the subjective test carried out to determine what LDs listeners preferred during ducking in the context of documentary programs.

**Method:** The test is a multiple stimuli test, where each stimulus (or condition) has a different LD. Participants rate their preference for each condition with a slider ranging between 0-100 and labeled each 20-points range: bad, poor, fair, good, excellent. The 9 conditions correspond to increasing LDs. The minimum LDs are between -6 and 6 LU, while the condition with maximum LDs correspond to 20-28 LU. Conditions are presented ordered by ascending LD to eliminate the participant’s ability to identify what item is what and focus exclusively on ducking preference. The first condition features minimal or no ducking. The following conditions have the same background level when speech is not active, but increasing LDs when speech is active. The foreground speech has the same loudness for all conditions.

**Instructions:** The participants are told the following: “Imagine you are hearing the presented audio pieces while watching television in your living room. Your task is to rate these different mixes (of background sounds and speech) based on your overall preference. This means that you rate the mix(es) that you would personally rather hear with the highest score.”

**Item Categories:** The test focuses on commentary only, i.e. CoM as well as Commentary over Ambience (CoA). The minimum LDs for CoA are between -3 and 6 LU, i.e. these signals are examples of the special case in which ambience has naturally low level, resulting in high LDs. Here, we are interested in analyzing the case in which also ambience has masking potential and ducking has to be applied.

**Test Items:** The test involves 12 different items (6 CoM and 6 CoA, each with the 9 different conditions).
Table 1: ANOVA of the preferred LDs: degrees of freedom (d.f.), effect size $\eta^2$ (given as percentage and reporting how much of the total variability can be explained by each effect), and p-values (if lower than 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis). Significant effects are marked in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>$\eta^2$ (%)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject $\times$ Category</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item $\times$ Experience</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item $\times$ Age</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience $\times$ Category</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age $\times$ Category</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age $\times$ Experience</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjective Test Results

The main analysis of the results is carried out on the preferred LDs, i.e. by considering the condition(s) with the highest score for each listener and item. In a few cases, more than one condition is rated with the highest score. In this case, the average LD is taken over the two or more preferred conditions.

A nested ANOVA with five factors was carried out on the preferred LDs. The five factors are: item, item category (CoM or CoA), subject, subject age, and subject experience. The factor item is nested inside item category. The factor subject is nested inside age as well as inside experience. Item and item category are fixed factors, as they have fixed characteristics which could be used in a new experiment. Subject, age, and experience are random factors, as they are samples randomly taken from the relevant population, on which we would like to generalize.

The factor age describes two groups created by taking the median age of the participants as threshold, i.e. 26. The first group comprises listeners born in 1992 or later. This group consists of 14 listeners with 24 as median age. The second group comprises 8 listeners born before 1992 with 34 as median age.

As shown in Table 1, all five factors are statistically significant. The factor subject can explain alone 31.7% of the total variability in the data, confirming that personal taste plays a fundamental role. As expected, item and category are significant factors, accounting together for the 29.5% of the total variability. The factor age explains 7.1% of the variability, even if no hearing-impaired or elderly listener is considered. Experience is statistically significant too, accounting for 5.3% of the variability. Experience is particularly interesting in our application, as TV mixes are created by experts for being consumed by non-experts. Finally, the only significant two-way interaction is between subject and category.

The 95% confidence intervals as well as the boxplots showing the preferred LDs by experience and category are shown in the left subplot of Fig. 4. The statistically significant difference between non-expert and expert listeners can be observed. Non-experts prefer higher LDs with interquartile values ranging from 6.5 to 15.4 LU for CoM and from 11 to 20 for CoA. On average, the measured difference in preferred LD between experts and non-experts is equal to 4 LU, which backs...
Fig. 4: The subplot on the left depicts 95% confidence intervals overlapping boxplots of the preferred LDs by category and experience. For each category, non-experts (in blue) are on the left and experts (in red) are on the right. The rating corresponding to the preferred LD is shown in the subplot on the right.

Fig. 5: Boxplots of the relative limit values of the good range for each item and subject. This range includes the LDs rated above 60 and no more than 10 points below the preferred LD.

Fig. 6 visualizes the different preferences of the listeners. The different personal tastes can be clearly observed. It can be noticed that that the preferred LDs for CoM are consistently lower than the ones for CoA.

6 Discussion

Fig. 7 summarizes the LD values presented so far and discussed in the following, where we also introduce our recommendations.

Our results show that non-expert listeners (such as the mix consumers) prefer LDs that are 4 LU higher than the levels preferred by experts (close to the mix creators) on average. This backs up the rule of thumb suggested by the BBC to audio engineers on using LDs that are 4 LU higher than the ones they would like \[18, 19\]. A similar difference was documented in \[22\].

Trying to be more restrictive on LD values, German public broadcasters recommend at least 7 LU in general and at least 16 LU for VoV \[20\]. We found however that in broadcast material, it is common practice to use similar LDs for VoV and CoM, i.e. between 10 and 15 LU. Higher LDs are found only for DoM (14-17 LU), likely due to the innate lower intelligibility of location dialog.

Preferred LDs as low as 0 LU are found for expert and non-expert listeners in \[6\], where the median age is 23. The particularly low age of the listeners might explain
the difference with the other reviewed works. These lower values are not recommendable for the default TV mix, but it is recommendable to make them available via the personalization offered by object-based systems such as MPEG-H Audio. The results of our listening test also show that subjects have clearly different personal preferences for the LD values.

A recommendation on the LD for the default mix has to take into consideration the preference of non-expert listeners, as they are a sample similar to the consumers of the audio mix. Our listening test shows that non-experts prefer 6.5 - 15.4 LU for CoM and 11 - 20 for CoA. It is also shown that listeners well receive a range of ± 3 LU around the preferred LD. These are large ranges, but a recommendation can be made by suggesting at least the median values, i.e. trying to meet the preference of the half of the population that prefers higher LDs. Satisfying the higher half of the population also make the values closer to the ones that would be needed in suboptimal listening conditions or for hearing-impaired listeners.

Hence, as shown in the rightmost part of Fig. 7, we recommend at least 10 LU for CoM. Higher LDs need to be adopted for DoM. For CoA, at least 15 LU can be recommended. Esthetically pleasing upper limits can be considered 15 LU for CoM and 20 LU for CoA (i.e. the 75% quartile of the preferences of the non-expert listeners). The range 10 - 15 LU for CoM was also observed to be commonly used in the analyzed real-world programs.

The values discussed in this paper are for rather stationary backgrounds. There might be cases and signals where the optimal LD could deviate significantly from the recommended values. In these cases, the know-how of an experienced audio engineer is irreplaceable.

7 Conclusion

Ducking is a technique that facilitates speech intelligibility, while keeping the background enjoyable. Even if it is extensively used in TV audio, optimal values for its parameters are not documented in literature. This paper filled this void by focusing on the integrated Loudness Difference (LD) between foreground speech and background during ducking.

This was done by analyzing common practices found in a sample of TV documentaries and by carrying out a subjective test on the LDs preferred by 22 normal-hearing listeners. Our findings were compared with related works, even if these works considered a static level of the background and did not consider ducking.

The results clearly showed that only the personalization offered by object-base audio technologies such as MPEG-H Audio can meet the preferences of each subject. Nevertheless, a default mix is needed satisfying as many subjects as possible.

For a default mix which is esthetically pleasing and has clear speech, we recommend a LD of at least 10 LU for Commentary over Music (CoM) and 15 LU for Commentary over Ambience (CoA). Higher LDs need to be used for location dialog.

We believe that the know-how of an experienced audio engineer is irreplaceable, but it should be kept in mind...
that non-expert listeners (such as the audio consumers) prefer LDs that are higher than 4 LU than the ones preferred by expert listeners (such as the mix creators). This difference might be even higher when considering sub-optimal listening conditions.

Future works should include subjects with higher age and age-related hearing impairment. More items, item categories, and reproduction configurations should also be studied. In addition, only the LD was investigated, which is the main parameter of ducking, but not the only one. Other parameters such as the time constants should be analyzed in future works.
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